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Abstract 
A group G is said to be cohopfian, if every monomorphism from G to itself is an 
automorphism. In this paper, we first give necessary and sufficient conditions for the group 
of a closed, virtually geometric 3-manifold containing no two-sided projective planes to be 
cohopfian. Next, we show that a finitely generated, proper, free product of groups has a 
proper subgroup of finite index isomorphic to itself if and only if the original group is the 
free product of a group of order two with itself. Using this result, we then show that, if a 
closed 3-manifold N contains at least one two-sided projective plane and is not a homotopy 
projective plane cross a circle, then the group of N does not imbed in itself with finite index 
(greater than one). Finally, we give an example to show that this last result is false when the 
phrase, “with finite index,” is omitted. 
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Introduction 
A group G is cohopjian, if every monomorphism G + G is an automorphism. 
Thus, a group G is cohopfian, if no proper subgroup of G is isomorphic to G. In 
[51, we proved the following two results concerning the cohopficity of 3-manifold 
groups. 
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Theorem A. Let M denote an (orientable) Haken manifold, different from a collar, 
whose boundary is a nonempty union of incompressible tori. Then r,M is cohopfian 
if and only if the collection of those components of the characteristic submanifold 
meeting aM is a disjoint union of collars. 
Corollary B. The group of a nontrivial (tame) knot K c S3 is cohopfian if and only if 
K is not a torus knot, a cable knot, or a composite knot. 
As we remarked in [S], free products and 2 are not cohopfian while finite 
groups are. Thus, the cohopficity question for the fundamental group of a closed 
3-manifold is reduced to the following. 
Question. For which closed irreducible 3-manifolds M with I rlM I = co is r,M 
cohopfian? 
A sufficient (but not necessary) condition is that M be either Haken with 
positive Gromov invariant or hyperbolic. Furthermore, no subgroup G < rIM with 
[r,M:G]=m is isomorphic to r,M when M is P2-irreducible, because 
H,(r,M; Z,) # 0 while H&G; Z,) = 0. A natural place to begin to answer the 
above Question is with closed Seifert bundles, and we have the following result [4]. 
Theorem C. Let M denote a closed Seifert bundle with base orbifold B. The following 
statements are equivalent. 
(a) r,M is cohopfian; 
(b) M does not cover itself nontrivially; 
(c) M admits a geometric structure modeled on S3 or on SC& 
Cd) e(M)*?(B) f 0; 
(e) M has no finite-sheeted covering space that fibers over S’. 
Remark. A Seifert bundle M is a Seifert fiber space in the broader sense of [ll] in 
that M might contain fibered, solid, Klein bottles. 
The cohopficity question was also answered for the group of a compact Seifert 
bundle with nonempty boundary. 
Theorem D [4]. The fundamental group of a compact Seifert bundle with nonempty 
boundary is not cohopfian. 
Let M denote a compact 3-manifold, and let 9(M) denote the Poincare 
associate of M. The Poincak-Stallings associate of M is defined as follows. 
93’(M) := ,“!,“-; 
> 
;; ;*;:;;;’ 
Notice that 99(M) might contain a fake P2 x I or a fake punctured P2 X S’. 
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Continuing to search for a complete answer to our main Question, Theorem C 
above suggests the following false conjecture. 
Conjecture E. The group of a closed 3manifold M is cohopfian if and only if 
99’(M) is irreducible and not geometrically modeled on S2 X R, E3, H 2 X R, Nil, 
or Sol. 
Remarks. (1) The inclusion of the manifold 99(M) rather than simply M makes 
Conjecture E independent of the Poincare conjecture (P3#X3 is a counterexam- 
ple, if C3 is a fake 3-sphere) and the conjecture that any 3-manifold homotopy 
equivalent to P2 x S’ is homeomorphic to it. Note that P2 x S’ is modeled on 
S2xR. 
(2) As we shall show later, there exist counterexamples to Conjecture E. Wang 
and Wu [15], however, have proved Conjecture E for geometric manifolds. 
Definition. A 3-manifold is geometric, if it is a connected sum of hyperbolic, 
Seifert, and Haken manifolds. 
Theorem F [ 151. The group of a closed, geometric 3-manifold M is cohopfian if and 
only if M is irreducible and not geometrically modeled on S2 X R, E3, H2 X R, Nil, 
or SoI. 
Remark. Notice that if M is geometric, then M =99(M). 
Now, a 3-manifold is uirtually geometric, if it is finitely covered by a geometric 
manifold. In this paper, we will show that Conjecture E holds for virtually 
geometric manifolds containing no two-sided projective planes. For closed mani- 
folds containing two-sided projective planes, we have the following. 
Theorem 2.5. If a closed 3-manifold N contains at least one two-sided projective 
plane and if N+P2XS1, then no proper subgroup of finite index of r,N is 
isomorphic to r, N. In particular, N does not cover itself. 
To prove Theorem 2.5, we first establish the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.2. Let G denote a finitely generated, proper, free product of groups. Then 
G has a proper subgroup of finite index isomorphic to it if and only if G =: Z, * Z,. 
We next establish a generalization of a result of Tollefson [13]. 
Theorem 2.3. (i) If M” is a closed nonprime n-manifold that covers itself nontrivially, 
then M” = Q;#Q;, where Q,! has a 2-fold cover homeomorphic to S” (i = 1, 2). 
(ii) Conversely, if QT and Qg have 2-fold covers homeomorphic to S”, then 
Q;#Qz is an m-fold cover of itself for each odd m. 
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Our final result is a counterexample to Conjecture E as well as to the statement 
of Theorem 2.5 when the phrase, “of finite index,” is omitted. 
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this work. We also wish to thank the Centro de Investigation en Matematicas in 
Guanajuato, Mexico, for its hospitality while part of this work was done. For the 
same reason, the second author also thanks the Instituto de Matematicas of the 
Universidad National Autonoma de Mexico. Finally, we thank the referee for his 
careful reading of this paper and for his suggestions. 
1. Virtually geometric manifolds 
Recall from the introduction that a 3-manifold is, by definition, virtually 
geometric, if it is finitely covered by a geometric manifold. Our first result extends 
Theorem F to virtually geometric manifolds containing no two-sided projective 
planes. 
Theorem 1.1. The group of a closed, virtually-geometric 3-manifold M containing no 
two-sided projective planes is cohopfian if and only if M is irreducible and not 
geometrically modeled on S2 X R, E3, HZ X R, Nil, or Sol. 
Proof. Notice first that M contains no fake-3-cells, and so M =9(M). Thus, if M 
is not irreducible, then r,M = Z or rr,M is a proper free product, and it follows 
that z-,M is not cohopfian. We therefore assume henceforth that M is irreducible. 
If r,M is cohopfian, then M is not geometrically modeled on S2 x R, E, 
H2 x R, Nil, or Sol (Theorems C and F>. This proves necessity. To prove suffi- 
ciency, we assume first that M is orientable. Since A4 is virtually geometric, it is 
finitely covered by a connected sum M’ of Seifert (there might exist fake lens 
spaces covered by S3), hyperbolic, and Haken manifolds. Since M is orientable 
and irreducible, so is M’ [8]. Hence, M’ is Seifert fibered, hyperbolic, or Haken. 
If M’ is Seifert fibered, then either I r,M I < 00 and r,M is cohopfian, or 
I T,M I = cc and M is itself Seifert fibered [lo]. Thus, when M is virtually Seifert, 
rIM is cohopfian precisely when M is not modeled on S2 X R, E3, H2 X R, or Nil 
[4]. If M’ is hyperbolic, then M is homotopy equivalent to a hyperbolic manifold, 
and so n,M is cohopfian. If M’ is Haken, then M is either Haken, Seifert fibered, 
or homotopy equivalent to a hyperbolic manifold (see [ll], for example), and it 
follows from Theorem F that the theorem’s condition implies that rlM is 
cohopfian. This establishes ufficiency, when M is orientable. 
Assume now that M is nonorientable. Let M’ be a geometrical manifold 
finitely covering M. If M’ is nonorientable, let M; be the orientable double 
covering space of M’; if M’ is orientable, let M,’ denote M’. Both M’ and M; 
are P2-irreducible [8], since M is P2-irreducible. Hence, M’ is either Seifert 
fibered, hyperbolic, or Haken, and it follows easily that M; is also one of these 
three. Thus, since Ml (finitely) covers the orientable double covering space iL? of 
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M, we see that &i is virtually geometric, and the theorem holds for I%? as shown 
above (notice that R is irreducible). 
Now, if M is not geometrically modeled on S2 X R, E3, H2 X R, Nil, or Sol, 
then neither is M. For if k is modeled on Sol, then so is M [ll, Theorem 5.31. 
And if ti is modeled on S* X R, E3, H2 x R, or Nil, then M is Seifert fibered [16, 
Theorem 31, and it is not difficult to see that M must also be modeled on one of 
these four geometries. Therefore, =iM is cohopfian, which implies that r,M is 
cohopfian [15, Proposition 8.81. Thus, sufficiency holds, when M is nonorientable. 
0 
2. Manifolds containing projective planes 
In this section, we establish Theorems 2.2 and 2.5 first mentioned in the 
introduction. 
Lemma 2.1. Let G = Z * A, where A is a nontrivial, finitely generated group. Then 
no proper subgroup of finite index of G is isomorphic to G. 
Proof. We can write G = F * B, where F is free of rank r 2 1 and no factor in the 
decomposition of B as a free product is isomorphic to Z. 
Let X, and X2 be CW-complexes such that n-,X, = F and riX, = B. Let 
pi l Xi (i = 1, 2). Attach a segment s to the disjoint union of X, and X, so that 
the endpoints of s are p, and p2, and let X denote the complex obtained. Let 
p: X+X be an n-fold covering (n finite) such that rr,X? r,X. Let_!X/] be 
the family of components of p-‘(X,)_(i = 1, 2). We have riX= (* i,j_~LX,‘)* ?r,T, 
where T is a graph obtained from X by collapsing each subspace X;l to a point. 
Now, r,X{ is free of rank nj(r - 1) + 1, where nj is the number of sheets of 
the covering p 1 X{ : k{ *X,. Notice that ni(r - 1) + 1 > r, where the inequaIity is 
strict if min{r, nj] > 1. Since ~,X=.TT,X, we have that p-‘(X,> has only one 
component Xii, nI = n, min{r, n] = 1, and T is a tree. If r > 1, then certainly 
n = 1. If r = 1, then 
the last group containing n copies of r,X,, and thus n = 1. Therefore, if 
[G:G]=n<mandG=G,then n=l. q 
Theorem 2.2. If G is a finitely generated, proper, free product, then G has a proper 
subgroup of finite index isomorphic to it if and only if G = Z, * Z,. 
Proof. Sufficiency is known, so we only prove necessity. 
Let G=Gi* .. . * G,. (r > 2) be the factorization of G into indecomposables. 
By Lemma 2.1, Gj*Z for i= l,..., r. Let X, be a CW-complex such that 
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r,Xi = G;; let pi E Xi. Take the disjoint union of X,, . . . , X, with a point p, and 
attach segments s,, . . . , s,. such that the endpoints of s, are pi and p. Let X denote 
the resulting space. Notice that 7~~ X = G. 
Now, suppose that p : 2 +X is an n-fold covering (1 <n < M) such that 
riX=riX=G. Let X:, XF,... be the components of pP’(Xi). If in X 
we collapse each subspace 2: to a point c 11, we obtain a finite connected graph T. 
We then have 
Since none of the factors Gi of G is 2, we must have z-,T = 1, that is, T is a tree. 
Let d: be the degree of II/ in T. Notice that rr,X/ is nontrivial, if dj < I G, I. 
Hence, since 
G, * . . . * G, = * ~,g/, 
i,j 
the number of pairs (i, j) such that d{ < I Gi I is at most r. Also, the number of 
edges of the tree T is nr and, therefore, the number of vertices u,! of T is 
nr+ 1-n. 
The number of edges can also be expressed as C,,,d{. At most r of the 
nr + 1 - n addends of Ei,jd{ are equal to 1 and, therefore, 
nr=zd!>r+2(nr+l-n-r), 
i,i 
where the inequality is strict, if some dj is > 2 or if fewer than r addends of Ci,jd{ 
are equal to 1. This implies that r = 2, exactly two of the dj are 1, and the 
remaining di equal 2. 
If d; = 2, we must have I Gj I = 2. If n > 2, then we have G, = G, = 2,. If 
n = 2, then we have dj = 2 for some value of i, say i = 1. Then 
Z, * ~l(XX~) =?r,x=?T,X=7&*7T,X; = ?T, X, * r,X,, 
and so rr,X, = 2,. Hence, in all cases, G = Z, * 2,. 0 
A closed manifold is nonprime, if it can be expressed as M,#M,, with M, and 
Mz not homeomorphic to a sphere. The following theorem generalizes a result of 
Tollefson, who proved it in the 3-dimensional case [13]. 
Theorem 2.3. (i) If M” is a closed nonprime n-manifold that covers itself nontrivially, 
then M” = Q;l#Q;, where Q; has a 2-fold couer homeomorphic to S” (i = 1, 2). 
(ii) Conversely, if Q; and Q$ have 2-fold couers homeomorphic to S”, then 
Q;#QT is an m-fold cover of itself for each odd m. 
Proof. For n = 1, the assertions are easy, and for n = 2, they are also well known 
(one can show that M2 covers itself nontrivially if and only if x(M’) = 0). We 
therefore assume that n z 3, from now on. 
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(i) Let M” = Q;#Q;, where Q,l g S” (i = 1, 2) and M covers itself nontrivially. 
Iterating coverings, we see that M is an m-fold cover of itself for arbitrarily large 
m. We will show first that Q, and Q2 are not l-connected. 
Suppose that rr,Qz = 1 (and r,Q, f 1). An m-fold cover of Q,#Qz is of the 
form Q,#Q2# . . . #Q, in which there are m copies of Q2, and so if M is an 
m-fold cover of M, then Hk(Q2)m imbeds in H,(M) for 0 < k < n. Since this holds 
for arbitrarily large m, we must have Hk(Q2) = 0 for 0 < k <n. Hence, Qg is a 
homotopy sphere, and so if IZ > 3, then QT = S” [9,3], which is a contradiction. If 
~1 = 3, it follows from the finiteness of a prime factorization of M that QT is not a 
fake 3-sphere, and so we again obtain a contradiction. 
Hence, riQ, and r,Q2 are not trivial, and so, by Theorem 2.2, they must be 
isomorphic to Z,. Let C; and 2; denote the universal (2-fold) covers of Q, and 
Q,. Now any finite m-fold cover of Q,#Q* either has infinite first homology or it is 
of the form 
Qr,,#xi,#Ci2# ’ . . #Ci,n_,#Qim, 
where ii-i # ij for j = 1,. . . , m. Since I H,(M) I < 00, M must be of this form, and 
therefore Hk(Xr # . . . #X,m_,> 
&(C,#X*)t(mP1)/~l 
imbeds in H,(M), for 0 < k < n. Hence, 
imbeds in Hk( M) (0 < k < n). Since this assertion holds for 
arbitrarily large values of m, we must have H,(c;) = H,(cz) = 0, for 0 < k < n, 
and so 2; and 2,” are homotopy spheres. If IZ > 3, then s; and 2; are spheres 
[9,3] and if y1 = 3, one again shows that they are spheres using finiteness of a prime 
factorization of M. 
(ii) Write rr,(Q;#Q;> = (a,, a 2 : a: = uz = 1), where a, represents a generator 
of r,Qr. For m odd, consider the transitive representation o from r,(Q;#Q;‘) to 
the symmetric group on (1,. . , m) defined by 
~(a,) = (1 2)(3 4) .. . (m - 2 m - l)(m) 
and 
w(uz) = (1)(2 3)(4 5) ... (m - 1 m). 
The covering space k of Q;#Qi corresponding to w is obtained by pasting 
together one once-punctured copy of Q; corresponding to the l-cycle (m) of 
~(a,), one once-punctured copy of Q; corresponding to the l-cycle (1) of w(a,), 
and m - 1 twice-punctured copies of S” corresponding to the 2-cycles of @(a,> 
and C&U,). Hence, 
ti G Q;#S”#Y# . . . #S”#Q; = Q;#Q;. q 
Remarks. (1) If n = 3 (or 2), the only manifold having S” as a 2-fold covering space 
is the projective space P” (see 161). For n > 3, they are homotopy equivalent to 
projective spaces and may be “exotic” [7,1,2]. 
(2) If m is even and Q; and Q; are homotopy projective spaces, then Q;#Qz is 
an m-fold cover of itself if and only if Q; = QT. 
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Definition. A group G is finitely cohopfian (fc), if it has no proper subgroup of 
finite index isomorphic to it. Equivalently, every monomorphism 4 : G + G with 
image of finite index is an isomorphism. 
Definition. A subgroup C of a group G is fully normal if, for every endomorphism 
4 : G + G, one has $(C> c C. (Example: The subgroup G2 generated by the 
squares of the elements of G is a fully normal subgroup of G.) 
Lemma 2.4. Zf a group G has a fully normal, fc subgroup C of finite index, then G is 
fc. 
Proof. Let 4 : G + G be a monomorphism whose image has finite index. Since C is 
fully normal, 4(C) c C. We have [4(G): +(C)l = [G : Cl < 00, 
[G:c].[c:~(c)]=[G:~(c)]=[G:~(G)].[~(G):~(c)]<~, 
and so [C : 4(C)] = [G : 4(G)] < m. Since C is fc, we must have 4(C) = C. Hence, 
$(G)=G. 0 
Remark. As the above proof shows, the hypothesis of full normality in the 
statement of Lemma 2.4 can be replaced by the weaker condition: “For every 
monomorphism 4 : G + G whose image is a proper subgroup of finite index, 
b(C) c C.” 
Theorem 2.5. Zf a closed 3-manifold N contains at least one two-sided projective 
plane and if N+P2xS1, then no proper subgroup of finite index of T,N is 
isomorphic to rTT1 N, that is, rI N is fc. In particular, N does not cover itself. 
Proof. Let G = rrN, and let C = G*, the (fully normal) subgroup generated by the 
squares of the elements of G. Since G is finitely generated, C has finite index in 
G. The proof will follow from Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 2.4 when we show that C 
is a proper free product different from Z, * Z,. 
Let p : fi + N be the covering corresponding to the subgroup C of G. Let P2 
be a two-sided projective plane of N, and let S’ be a circle in N intersecting P* in 
exactly one point and transversely. Since p factors through the orientable 2-fold 
covering of N, ?? is orientable, and so the components of p-‘(P’) are 2-spheres. 
Denote one of them by S2. It is easy to see that one of the components of p-‘(S’) 
is a circle intersecting S* exactly once and transversely. Hence, S* is nonseparat- 
ing, and C = Z * A, for some group A. 
Now, G is an HNN group of the form B * z , and B ;t Z,, because N + P2 X S’. 
Hence, G has infinitely many ends [12, 5.A.107, and so no subgroup of finite index 
of G can be infinite cyclic. Thus, A # 1, and C is a proper free product different 
from Z, * Z,. Therefore, C and G are fc. 0 
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3. A counterexample 
In [15], Wang and Wu implicitly ask the following question after the proof of 
Theorem 8.9. 
Question [15]. If M is a closed, irreducible, nonorientable 3-manifold double 
covered by a manifold that is not prime, must rr,M be cohopfian? 
In this section, we give an example showing that the answer to this question is, 
“not necessarily.” Our example is also a counterexample to Conjecture E and to 
Theorem 2.5 when the phrase, “of finite index,” is omitted. 
To construct the example, let T = S' X S' X S', where S’ is the space of 
complex numbers of modulus 1. Define p : T --) T and h : T + T by p(z,, z2, z,) = 
<a:, z2, ZJ and h(zi, z2, 2s) = (Zi, Z2, f,). For &l, a2, c3 E{- 1, 11, take NE1,FZ,E1 
to be a small disk neighborhood of (pi, Ed, FJ in T invariant under h. Define 
N = u K,.LZ,E3. 
E,,EZ,E~E{--I,ll 
We have a commutative diagram of 2-fold covering maps 
where T,=cl(T-N), fo=p-'(To), V= To/h, p= PO/h, and where q and @ are 
the natural projections and p, is induced by p. 
The surface q(aNf ,E2.“3 ) is a projective plane P&G . Denote by P?E,,EZ,E3 the 
component of p-‘(N) containing (E,, a2, a31 and by PFf,e,,., the projective plane 
@(ati E,,EZ,E3). Notice that 
Pl( ELJ = PL,E,~ 
Then av is the union of eight projective planes PE”,,E2,Es, and av has twelve 
components eight of which are projective planes, P&2,F3, and the remaining four 
are 2-spheres. 
Let 4: l.J E=+14L + U E=+lPF,-l,F 
Pf_l_E, and let 
be a homeomorphism mapping Pf,,,E onto 
, , 
6: u ~:,lrEj + u q- 1,F3 
E,‘EjEc-l,l) E,,EJEt-l,l) 
be a homeomorphism covering 4 and mapping p$_ onto ~$l,_E3 (change of 
sign of the last two indices). 
Now in I’, identify x in the domain of 4 with 4(x> to obtain a manifold W with 
aw= u P2 B ,ExE(- 1,l) -l&z&’ Correspondingly in v, identify x in the domain of 4 
with &(xj to obtain a manifold I@ whose boundary is the union of four 2-spheres. 
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The map p, induces a map p2 : l@ + W that is still a 2-fold covering. Now, let M 
be the closed 3-manifold obtained from W by pasting P!,,,,l to P!,,_, _I and 
p:,,,,-, to C,-I$ The identification map W + M induces an injection on 
fundamental groups. 
Since there is a homeomorphism from 
i 
T- u K,.E*,EJ /h 
F,,E?.FJE(G I,11 i 
onto V mapping E&z,cY onto PE”,,Ez,E3 kr, +, Ed E (- 1, 1)) the manifold obtained 
from I@ by capping 2-sphere boundary components is homeomorphic to M. 
Hence, n,I@=: r,M and 
?T,+kT,w + 7T,M 
Pz. 
is an injection onto a proper subgroup of r,M of infinite index. 
To prove that M is irreducible, notice first that r,V is not a free product. This 
can be seen by observing that rr,V ;t Z, * Z,, and that a free product A * B with 
I A I > 2 is not metabelian, because 
if a, and a2 are distinct nontrivial elements of A and if b is a nontrivial element 
of B. Then, for any 2-sphere in I/, one of the two components of its complement is 
l-connected and, since the universal covering space of V imbeds in R3, it must be 
an open 3-cell. Hence, V is irreducible, and its boundary is incompressible. Also, 
P2 x I is irreducible and has incompressible boundary. Since M can be obtained by 
pasting copies of P* X I to V, it follows that M is irreducible (cf. [14, Satz 1.81). 
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